
OFFENHAUER TOWERS HALL FURNITURE DIMENSIONS 
The dimensions listed below are for the majority of the furniture in this residence hall. If furniture was damaged in the past, different 
furniture than described could have replaced the furniture in your room.  

 
 

OFFENHAUER HEIGHT DEPTH WIDTH 

Bed    

- All beds are the same size in every residence hall. Beds come fully lofted (58” under the 
bed) and can be lowered to the lowest setting (19.5” under the bed). See Notes 36” 80” 

Offenhauer Desk & Hutch (Hutch not available in Economy Triples or Quads)     

- Desk 30" 28" 42" 

- Entire Desk Drawers 30" 28" 12" 

- Top 2 Drawers 4.5" 16" 12" 

- Bottom Drawer 6" 16" 12" 

- The entire Hutch 30" 11" 34" 

- Hutch Bottom Shelf 13" 11" 34" 

- Hutch Top Shelf 13" 11" 34" 

Offenhauer Double Room Wardrobe    

- The entire wardrobe (floor to ceiling, width and depth) 70" 24" 35" 

- Wardrobe section for hanging clothes 57" 22" 34" 

- Side-by-side bottom drawers (2) 9" 16.5" 15" 

Offenhauer Single Room Closet    

- The entire Closet (floor to ceiling, width and depth) 90" 15" 70" 

- Closet section for hanging clothes (two sections to hang clothes) 70" and 56" 10" 68" 

- Closet shelf to top 23" 10" 68" 

Offenhauer Dresser    

- Entire Dresser 30" 19.5" 29.5" 

- Top 3 drawers 6" 14.5" 25" 

Please note: These measurements were taken by hand and could be off slightly. These dimensions are provided for planning purpose. If you are purchasing 
something that you need guaranteed measurements for, we recommend making your purchase after you arrive to campus. 

 
 
WINDOWS | We do not provide window dimensions. Window sizes fluctuation too much throughout the building. All windows come 
with blinds. If you want to bring curtains, they can only be hung for decorative purposes with a tension rod. Curtains cannot be closed 
and cannot hang over the heating units that sit under most windows for fire safety purposes.  

 


